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imagine if you will, a good old romantic - j. d. chakravarthy of seethakka sindbadu and gamanam fame. this year, he takes a crack at the hero's role for sillunu oru kaadhal - surya. the
two have done well together in new york nagaram (2004) and the subsequent, better, munbe vaa (2004) and this is the first time they team up. most of the songs would be well known

ones. surya's voice is good, and jyothika's, despite expectations, is not bad. the plot of the movie is interesting as it takes on a patriotic theme. the execution is a bit stilted, and there are
many scenes where the editor has refused to please the director. this turns out to be a blessing in disguise for a movie which doesn't have the right kind of direction. for those who have
listened to one of these songs before, there are a few interesting set of tunes to listen to. there is a trend in tamil movies with a couple of songs at the beginning that end up becoming a
hit. new york nagaram is a great example. this one hits the spot, and so too, kadhal kanne isai - the lead song of the movie. surya's songs in this movie are actually quite good. the movie

is a musical with songs and the music is pretty good. some of the songs are not as good as others, but none of them are very bad. a soundtrack of the movie is released in december,
2005. the movie itself released on 8 october, 2006 and despite being released months after the release of the movie, there have been no major leaks of the movie on the internet, which
is a big plus. while some of the songs fail to impress due to lack of the required lyric and content, like the songs by yuvan shankar raja, they all come across well. the beginning, which

has some terrific religious song, is tampered with, but the rest of the song stays intact. in fact, it is the songs by ar rahman that are spectacular in this movie. and this is where the song
fails. they are not as good as the ones he has made for srinath. one song becomes quite epic, while the others are more of a monotonous song delivery. this is where the movie fails.
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In April 2006, director N. Krishna announced that Jyothika was no longer associated with
the film. [4] On 28 June 2006, it was announced that the film would be delayed as Suriya
was busy with his other projects, while A. R. Rahman felt that the script was not the right
one for him. [5] In August 2006, N. Krishna announced that he would be directing the film

titled Sillunu Oru Kaadhal, where Jyothika would essay the lead role. [6] The movie
entered post-production in October and was released on 8 September 2006. The film's

music was released in two volumes, Swathi Thirunal and Suriya Siri Pillai, on 23 July and
1 August 2006 respectively. [7] The story begins as our protagonist, Sudharshan (Surya),
is walking in his father's garden observing various types of flora. While he is watching the
plants, a flower blooms. Sudarshan takes off a flower from the plant but is astonished to
find another flower blooming in its place. As he goes back home, he sees that there are
many plants on the balcony. Unable to identify the flowers, he asks his father (Prakash
Raj) for help. He asks his father to hand him a flower as he does not have one, and is

shocked to find that the flowers are identical. Then his father tells him that the flowers
are clones, that is, they are genetically identical. Stunned, Sudarshan exclaims, "How
amazing! They are all mine!". But after a few days, he gets a strange feeling, and he
sees his sister (Jyothika), who is undergoing treatment for cancer, from behind. Just

before he can speak, his father announces his marriage with Sudarshan's stepmother
(Bhumika Chawla), whom he met when he was researching for his father's book, about

plants. A few days later, when he is alone with his wife, he tries to explain to her that he
is not in love with her, and that he has loved a woman named Kundavi (played by Asin)
whom he meets in a park while trying to read a book. Following this, Sudarshan's father
tells him that the man he met is no one else but his biological father, who was paralyzed

after an accident. He tells Sudarshan that he was living in a nursing home before and
when he returned home he was very weak and could not speak at all. Moreover, he could
not even stand up or walk. But one day, he saw his father talking to Sudarshan's mother
(Jayaram). Realising that something is wrong, he tries to talk to Sudarshan, but his father

stops him. Soon after this, Sudarshan goes to his room and tries to read a book, and
meets Kundavi, who changes the lives of both. Kundavi helps Sudarshan read and write,
and opens up his eyes for the first time. They fall in love with each other and promise to

get married to each other. 5ec8ef588b
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